Linklaters is a global law firm that advises the world's leading companies, financial institutions and governments on their most important and challenging transactions and assignments. As an ambitious and innovative firm, our aim is to become the leading premium global law firm. Whilst other law firms may have strengths in particular areas, our firm is strong across the full range of corporate, financial and commercial law, making Linklaters a particularly stimulating place to train as a business lawyer.

A clerkship programme at the firm provides intensive professional development in a stimulating yet genuinely supportive environment. You will sit in two of our practice areas, become involved in real work, attend workshops and seminars to learn about other areas of the firm, and enjoy a number of social events over the four weeks. Through all of these activities you will have the opportunity to meet a broad range of people at Linklaters and hear more about their different experiences of the firm – our work, our people and our culture. We’ll even pay for your flights and accommodation, as well as provide a salary throughout your time with us.

We are offering opportunities for clerkships and training contracts in our London and Greater China offices. If you are considering a career in law, and would like to find out more about what makes Linklaters different, we’d like to meet you at our presentation. We’re sure you will come away with a strong sense of what our culture, work and international opportunities are really like.

Date: 10 March 2010
Time: 5pm – 6.30pm
Venue: Menzies Building
Room: H1
RSVP: Email marketing@law.monash.edu.au
www.linklaters.com/ukgrads